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If (F and 5 are two locally defined formations of finite solvable groups with (5 
contained in 3 such that an &projector of a given finite solvable group is 
always contained in some s-projector of that group, then (5 is said by E. Cline 
(Paci’c J. Math. 29 (1969) 491-519) to be strongly contained in 3. In the 
present paper Cline’s results are extended. First, the condition that (5 be 
strongly contained in 5 is equivalent to the following condition: if (5 is an 
&projector of a given group F in 3 then for all primes p the E(p)-residual of E 
contains the S(p)-residual of F, where E(p), s(p) are in the local definitions 
of (5, 5, respectively. If for some %, 5, and p the two residuals are not equal then 
B(p) is contained in Z(Q) for all primes 4 in the support of (5. Finally when t% 
has the form @ = ‘ST, with % the nilpotent groups, then (5 is maximal in the 
ordering defined by the strong containment relation if and only if (5 is not equal 
to %($I) for any prime p. 
If 65 and 3 are two locally defined formations of finite solvable groups 
with (5 contained in 5 then it is known that an &projector of a given finite 
solvable group need not be contained in any @projector of that group. (For 
terminology see [2; 4; or 7, VI, Sect. 7.) When (5 and 5 are such that an 
&projector is always contained in some &projector then @ is said by 
E. Cline in [3] to be strongly contained in 5. In [3] Cline pays particular 
attention to the cases (% = ‘91% and @ = (&J&Z (where % is the nilpotent 
groups, 0, for a set T of primes is the class of solvable g-groups, and Z-’ 
is the set of primes not in T), showing that when E is strongly contained in 
5 then $J has the form 5 = %U or 8 = &,K,,II respectively. Moreover if 
(5 = %2 satisfies a certain condition then 5 can only be one of the two 
extreme possibilities, namely @ itself or the class 0: of all finite solvable 
groups. 
We have been able to extend Cline’s results but not enough to determine 
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al! pairs 6! and 5 with E strongly contained in 5. Suppose that E and g 
have the full and integrated local definition (E(p)) and {&(pj) then B is 
strongly contained in 5 if and only if for all primes p in the support of E 
and for a!1 F in 3, F%tPi < EE(z,) for any 65projector E of F. If for some F, 
F 5~~) is not equal to I&c,, then &(p) _C g(q) for all 4 in the support of ET. 
Thus if E contains the nilpotent groups then 6 strongly contained in g (and 
& neither of the two extreme cases) implies that 5 comes close to having the 
form ‘$ = &,K:,,U, as indeed it does when either 5 2 536 or E has the form 
B = 9E. When E = %? then E and 3 have the forms E = O,K,,T and 
5 = K,Q,,U. On the other hand any E # 0 of the form E = O,K,,T is 
strongly contained in an 3 that is neither 65 nor %:; an example of an 3 
involving E-normalizers will be given. It seems difficult to obtain much 
more information; the main difficulty being that there does not seem to be 
a way of relating the Z-residual of a group G, for an arbitrary forma&n i, 
to the -X-residual of a supplement in G of F(G). 
i\ll groups will be assumed finite and solvable. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
13-e collect here a few general propositions on the wreath product, which is 
the main tool used in this paper, and on formations. For a group G let 
1 G j denote the order of G. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose F is a group and p a prime. Let G = C, wr F = 
!VF be the wreath pr-o&t of the cyclic group C, of order p, ad F; so that ,V 
is an abelialz ncmnal subgroup cf G mith N f~ F = 1. ff d and B are subgmlps 
?f F then 
(a) 1 C,(-g)i equals p to the power 1 F: A Ii 
(b) &Y! < B ;f and only ;f C,(A) >, C,v(B), 
(c) 1 [N, A]1 equals p to the power 1 F 1 - 1 F: A 1, 
(d) d < B if afzzd on& ;J’ [IV, A] < [N, B], 
(e} d a p’-group implies N = C,,,(A) % [I\;; A], 
(f) [NY A] <C,,JB) impIies that either (A! or I? is t&iaE) or (A = B 
andp = / 9 1 =2). 
Proof. C,,,(A) consists of all elements in N that have constant value on 
the places defined by a given left coset of A; while [N, A] is generated by those 
elements of N that have 1 in each place except for two in the same left 
coset of 2, such that if g is in one of the two places then g-l is in the other. 
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Parts (a) to (d) now follow easily. Part (e) is a consequence of the Schur- 
Zassenhaus theorem and the abelianness of N. 
(f) Suppose that [N, A] ,( C,(B). This means by (a) and (c) that 
IFI-IFAl <IF:B/. 
Hence(AI/Bj~~Il+$-Il,andthuseitherIBI=~BI=2or(Aor 
B is trivial). Suppose the first possibility holds then [N, A] = C,(B), and 
p = 2, for otherwise by (e) 
N = [N, A] x [N, B], 
contrary to [N, F] being smaller than N. It is clear that now [N, A] = C,(A), 
and thus (b) gives A = B. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. [5, 1 and 61. If 5 is a jbrmution and p a prime then the 
class 
s(p) = Q{TE%: o,,(T) = l} 
is a formation (where for a class X, Qx is the class of all quotients of groups in 
X), and 
‘z(p) c z c QiT(p). 
Moreover ;f fi is another formation suclz that 
tlzen Z(p) = &. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If a formation 3 has the full and integrated local de$nition 
@(P)I~~T, that is, 
then 
(a) [6, 3.21 5 = g(p) if and only if 5 = KS 5; 
(b) 5 C (fL &ANIQEt 5(q)), where n _C C ;f and 04~ if 
(VP--~) s(p) = ~~~ nQE, S(S); 
(4 5 _C GAG(P) n S(q)),forp andq in C ifandonly if XP) =5(q)- 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If Z is a formation, and G is a group of the form 
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Therefore G/Hz[H, NJ E 5 and Gz < Hx[H, N]. 
(b) Xf H and G are in % then as X(p) is a formation G.l;(,)fK = N~(+A~, 
where GzcD) and Hz(P) are both $-groups since 2 C Q,%(p). Thus 1Fi;r,(,) = 
G20,) and [N, Hz~,~] = 1. Hence H in 5 or H n N = I implies that 
Gz > H&V, Hz,,,]. 
We shall assume that the formations 6 and 3 have the full and integrated 
local definitions ((‘F(P)>,~~ and {S(P)),~~ respectively, with 2 c f. 
DEFINITION 2.1 [3, 1.11. E is said to be strongly coztained in 8 (written 
4.2 Q 5) if in each group an E-projector is contained in some g-projector. 
It will be more convenient to use the following equivalent formulation of 
strong containment. 
Proof. Suppose (5 Q 5, FE 3, E an E-projector of F, and p E 2 ff 
G = C, wr F = NF where N is an elementary abelian p-group, then by 
Proposition 1.5 A = F * &(Fg(,)) is an &projector of G and B = 
E * C$,-(E,c,j) is an &projector of G. By hypothesis some conjugate of B is 
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contained in A, so there is a g in G with Ef” < A. Now g = q for some x 
in N and y in F. Therefore 
FN(EE(,)))v = (cN(~@(,,))s G A 
and thus C~(~~~~~) < A n N = ~.~(~~~~~)~. By Proposition 1. I(b) this means 
that %G(~) < I&). 
Conversely, suppose G is any solvable group, we shall show that an 3- 
projector of G contains an &-projector of G. Let H be any proper supplement 
in G of the Fitting subgroup F(G) of G, i.e., R < G and G = H * F(G) 
(such a subgroup does exist in a nontrivial solvable group). By induction an 
&projector F of H contains an &projector E of H. From the assumption we 
obtain Fg(pj < .Z&,) , and thus 
are, respectively, 6 and B-projectors of G. Hence 3 < A and the pwoposi- 
tion is proved. 
where g*(p) is the fomation 
g*(p) = {G: &-projectors of G in g(p)} 
and s~~n~l~ly for iF( p). 
Proof. (a) ‘;j. (c). By (a) if F is in s(p) then F is in Q?*(p). 
(c) S. (b), trivially, since g(p) C s*(p). 
(b) + (a). If E is an Q-projector of F in 5 then by (b) and Proposition 2.2 
E E(n) 3 F5b) > FWd 3 %d 
and therefore (a) follows. 
The condition g*(p) = g*(p) comes close to having E = E(p) and 
8 = f?(P)= 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. If 8 < 5, p E EC, g*(p) = e*(p), and &,ti c 5, thez 
B = E(p) alzd $j = g(p). 
Proofs \\‘e show first that for any G with an &projector F j G: F I is a 
p’-number. It may be assumed that G = F:V where N is the unique minimal 
subgroup and is a p-group satisfying F n N = 1 and AJ = C,(N). If E is 
an &projector of F (and thus of G, as E < 5) and E <F then EAT < G. 
By induction EN is in 5 as X is apgroup. Now E is an (S--projector of EN, 
and g*(p) = E*(p), so (EN)gc,, = EEc,) . Therefore 
1 = [N, (EN)c,(,,] = [N, EocB,] = [K, F&, 
implying that F is in g(p) and G in K,F(p) C &. When E = F then G in 
ALE is again in 5. 
It is now clear that 5 = g(p): let G be the wreath product of the cyclic 
group of order p and F, and apply Proposition 1.1. 
In general F*(p) may equal e*(p) although g(p) is not equal to 8. For 
example, let 5 be the (locally defined) f ormation of groups with normal 
Sylow p- and q-subgroups (for two distinct primes p and q), so that 
and let E = (91 n C5f1),4t). U for any locally defined formation u contained 
properly in &;(n,al, . If F is in 5 then the &-projectors are just the inverse 
images in F of the LI- (or 05) projectors of F,/Oi,,,#). Thus FgCgj = 
E E:(Dj = O,(F), F&(Q) = Eg(P) = O,(F), and for all other primes P 
Therefore (9 < g, E*(p) = g*(p), but g(p) is not equal to 5. 
When Q! is strongly contained in 5 then g inherits certain properties of E 
as a consequence of the uniqueness of the (full and integrated) local definition. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If p and q in L’, then 
(4 E(P) = Q) imPfies S(P) = 8X4), 
(b) E(p) = &;,1, for some set n and formation T -, implies that there is a 
u 2 ‘2 wit11 S(p) = QJl, 
(c) E(p) = QT implies g(p) = 5. 
Proof. Let F be in 3 with an E-projector E so F5tp) < EgCDi .
(a) If E(p) = CL?(q) then 
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and hence F is in, and 3 contained in, ~~~,*},(~~~) n &(q))- Therefore 
B(p) = g(q) by Corollary 1.3. 
(b) If Q!(p) = E,$ for allp in r then 
(c) If E(p) = & thenFg(,) = E,(,) = 1, and so $‘J = g(p). 
COROLLARY 2.6. If B Q 5 t?mz 
(a) 1-3, 5.31 % = ?RZ &+zk (3U > 5) 5 = !RU, 
(b) [3, 6.31 @ = &&,?X implies (3X2 2) 5 = &$QU. 
Proof. VVhen @ = WZ then E(p) = &,2, while if & = (&J&Z then 
k-%(p) = (5, E(q) = tx &X for a11 g not equal to p. The corollary now follows 
from Proposition 2.5. 
We now give the main theorem of this section showing that the condition 
@! $5 very much restricts 3 and, to a lesser extent, O-. + 
Proof. Suppose F is in B(p) - e*(p), E is an %-projector of F, and q 
is in ,J-(p]. Consider G=C,wrF=2L% where iVnF=l. G is in 
(&@(p) C 5, and by Proposition 1.5 C = E * &(EE(~)) is an E-projector of 
G. Since Q! Q $J Ggcq) is contained in CEcQ) . Thus 
and so 
On applying Proposition 1.1(f) we find that F is in g(q). 
If H is an arbitrary group in g(p) then F x H is in &(p) - E*(p) and 
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hence in s(a) for all Q in Z by the first paragraph. Therefore N is also in 
g(q) for all 4 in 2. 
If q and P are in Z such that e,. C E(q) then F in g(r) implies that 
~~~~,~~ < E, for any E-projector E of F. For consider the wreath product 
G = C,.wrF = NF. G is in Q$‘J(r) C 5 and C = E * C,@,(,,) is an 
@projector of G. By hypothesis and Proposition 1.4 we have 
Hence 
which by Proposition 1.1(d) implies that F8(gq.p) is contained in E. The argu- 
ment of the first two paragraphs now shows that @‘p) is contained in $‘JQ T) 
and the proof is complete. 
In the theorem g(p) = g(p, ) h Y w enever e, _C e(p). On the other hand 
the condition e, n e(p) = 1 (which is equivalent to e,. $ a(p)) implies that 
E(p) is contained in the formation of all groups whose system normalizers 
are r’-groups. (A proof of this statement follows that of 16, 2.7(a)]: if the 
system normalizers of G in 6(p) are not +-groups and G is minimal with 
respect to this property then G has a central minimal normal r-subgroup N. 
By [7, VI, 7.211 the direct product of G/N and N is in @Z(p), contrary to 
e, n E(p) = lj. 
3. THE SPECIAL CASE E = ‘92% 
By applying Theorem 2.7 to the special case % = *322 we are able to 
obtain an improved version of [3, 5.81. 
Proof. From Corollary 2.6 and E = WX < g it follows that (3U > 2) 8 = 
%tU. Lf 4 is distinct from r we have 
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and therefore (by, for example, [4, 1.51) 
Q?*(g) n E*(r) = {G: &projector is in 2} = 2. 
But now g(q) _C (E;*(q) and g(r) _C e*(r) would imply 
21 = g(q) n Fj(r) C 6*(q) n G*(Y) = 2 i; 15, 
giving & = 5. Hence (essentially [3, 5.71) there is at most one prime p such 
that g(p) C E*(p). AI so if for all 4 F(g) = n g(r) then 5 = $5 for all p 
and so 3 would consist of all solvable groups. Therefore by Theorem 2.7 
there is exactly one prime p with g(p) C 6*(p). This means, again by 
Theorem 2.7 that for 4 not equal to p 
and so g = QX-,~‘& putting J.l = g(q) for any p not equal top. Now consid- 
ering e we have QY = E(p) since 5 = g(p). Thus for q distinct from p, as 
c%*% c 0: = Q,Z, 
GE&Z implies G/O,(G) E Z and G/O,(G) E 5 
which shows that G is in %. Thus iI& = X and % = (&J&Z. Finally, 
part (c) follows from Theorem 2.7, and the proof is concluded. 
As Cline has pointed out, for any prime p and formation U, (&,(I;,~ is 
strongly in Q,K:,tU. We give a proof of this fact, using Proposition 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. ([3, 6.21 proves case r = (~1.) -rf U is my .fo~~a~io~ 
and 97 a set ojpyi~zes then 
Proof. If F is in 5 and R is a Hall 7r-subgroup of F then E = N,(R) 
is a &,K.W,-projector of F, since by the Frattini argument 
G = N,(R)OR'(G) = N,(R)Oas'(G). 
For p in rr g(p) = 5, so F%(,) = 1 = EcEtp) as E(p) = 6. If p is not in v 
then s(p) = &,rU, E(p) = Q and thus F,,,, &O,(F) < R = .i!&(,) . 
Hence E Q $J by Proposition 2.2. 
For an arbitrary formation 2 there are presumably many formations 
F = &,B,JU that contain E = Cr;J.&2 but in which @ is not strongly con- 
tained. (By Theorem 3.1 this is certainly true if Z contains the elementary 
abelian p-groups.) However, using the properties of &normalizers we shall 
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show that there are some such $J in which (5 is strongly contained. The 
following lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 3.3. If % is any formation, and $3 n fornzntion f abedian p-groz+ 
such that 2l?12 = CC,2 , then 2 = C&,X. 
Progf. Suppose G is in &,Z but is not in 2. Since WS = E,%:, Gs is am 
abelianp-group. The wreath product X = C, WT G = NG (with N n G -= 1) 
is in K& and 
Again by the assumption %2 = K-,2, Xx is abelian. Nence 
which implies by Proposition 1.1 that p = 1 Gr \ = 2 and that Xx = 
Gz[N, G,] has order p to the power (1 + (l/2) 1 G 1). But the same argument 
applied to X shows that Xz also has order p = 2, yielding the contradiction 
1 G I = 0. Therefore 2 = &,2. 
Tsomn,r 3.4. If 5 is any formation not conk&&g all of K, p a prime, 
CI: = C&C,G, 5% n nontrivial formation of abelian p-groups, and 
21 = {G: 6normdizers of G are in ?X;,S>, 
then 
(a) the formation 2x = EptU. is not equal to either cFJ,Z or 0, 
(b) IE. = &,E,B < 5 = QQ.I. 
Proof. We may assume that 2 = (T;&. Clearly U is a formation and 
equals K#,U. If U = Z then from the de~tion of U, 9E5 = % which in turn 
gives &2 = 5 since % is nontrivial. The conditions 2 = K,Z and 
Z = CD,% together imply that 2 = 6, contrary to hypothesis. Thus ZI does 
not equal %. If U: = E then (I$ = 8! = %Z, which by Lemma 3.3 means 
that again 2 = &,‘3, so U. is not K 
To prove (b) we must show for G in g that Gn is contained within the 
=%-residual of an E-projector. In any nontrivial finite solvable group there is 
a proper suppIement to the Fitting subgroup, so choose a proper subgroup 
F and a normal q-subgroup N of G such that G = F-N. F is in $J (since G is) 
so by induction 
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where E is an E-projector of F. If N is a p’-group then 
Grr = Fu < Ez = (E - C,(E,)), , 
where by Proposition 1.5 E . C,(Ex) s i an E-projector of G. Therefore we 
may suppose that N is a p-group, so that EN is an @projector of G. 
Let 6 be some Sylow system of F reducing into E, and let D be the 
&normalizer of F associated with 6. Then D ,( E. When 6 is extended to 
G = FN the @-normalizer of G associated with it is, by [4, 4.111, B = 
D . C,(K) where K is the Hall p’-subgroup of FE =Fe(,) that is in the 
restriction of 6 to FE . From the definition of U, Gn is the normal closure 
in G of the W-residual of B, that is, 
GII = &dG. 
We wish to demonstrate that Gu < (EN)%. 
Firstly we claim that BZ < (EN)% . For by [4, 4.151 there is a series of 
subgroups leading from the &normalizer B to the &projector EN such that 
each subgroup is a supplement of the Fitting subgroup of the group above it. 
According to [l, 1.51 a supplement of the Fitting subgroup of a group H is 
in the formation generated by H; and thus BZ < (EN)%. 
We can express Bxx in the form Baz = Dsz * ll!Z with M = B,, n C&(K), 
by again using [1, 1.51. Therefore 
Now F = E . FE , the index / F: E / is a p’-number since (Z = e(p), and 
214 < C,(K). Hence AIFN equals MEN and so is contained in (EN).z . Because 
of the inductive assumption 
FdFn, Nl < -Cd-%, Nl d W)z , 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If E = 9112 # 6 then e is maximal ill the <-ordering if 
and only ;f @ is not equal to E(p) for any prime p. 
Theorem 3.4 can be extended to the following more general situation. 
Suppose Q? contains the nilpotent groups and there is a set ZT of primes such 
that @ = E,E is not equal to the formation 5 generated by those E(p) for 
which p is not in rr. Then 6 is strongly contained in & = t&J where 
U = E:,,U = {G: B-normalizers of G are in 2X2} 
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with 2l the formation of abelian r-groups. Moreover $j is neither E nor K. 
We point out this extension because by Theorem 2.7 the general E that is 
not maximal in the <-ordering is among those for which there is a set rr of 
primes such that E(p) C E(p) whenever q is in r but p is not. 
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